
Reader's Comments
Feedback on the Issue of Copyright & Trademarks

By Jeannie Havel

In January 2002, Volume, Issue 1 you featured an artist Karyn McCorkle. I bought many of her pins at
craft show in VA..  One of my pins broke and would like to buy more of her work. I know about privacy
laws but could you pass on my information to her? If she has a website or if her work is listed on
another website could you please let me know.  If she has a schedule of the craft shows that she will
be at, I would like a copy.I have gotten sooo many complements when I ware my blue angel pin and
her pin with the children's face. I hope you can help me out. Thank you for your time.

<>Lucille Honkus

Dear Lucille -

I've searched for Karyn and can't find her anywhere. Perhaps some of our readers know where she is hiding. I
will post your note and ask them to write to me if they can help locate her.

Hi. I'm Vera Pessoa, founder and president of Polymer Clay Brazil. We are 18 members and we
begun at March 2004. Here in Brazil we have only Fimo, Premo and Sculpey brands. It's a new
medium and people work a lot with millefiori techniques and caneworking. We have a website with
gallery of members. Please, take a look and if you can list our guild in your International Guilds we
will appreciate a lot.

Thank you so much.
Vera Pessoa
www.polymerclaybrasil.com

Hi Vera -

We are happy to add your guild to our listing. You will find it at http://www.pcpolyzine.com/guilds.html. We
look forward to seeing pictures of your group's polymer clay art.

Please change the link to our website to www.houstonpolyclay.org. Thanks!

Emily Wilson

OK, Emily, consider it changed!

Publisher's Note: If you are a regular reader of this ezine, you know we generally support breast cancer
initiatives and the Bottles of Hope project as our benevolent gestures. But when we received this email
from Desiree Ferro, we decided to pass it along to you for consideration. The address has been verified
and I've personally talked with soldiers at Ft. Bragg (North Carolina) who have injured buddies at Walter
Reed Hospital. They could really use your support and encouragement, especially during the holiday
season. Thanks for participating.

Subject: Support the Wounded

Yellow ribbons tied around trees and red, white and blue stickers on the backs SUVs saying
"Support our Troops" are things that make civilians feel good but do nothing for the men and
women actually in uniform.

So please consider the following:

The number ONE request at Walter Reed hospital is phone cards. The government doesn't pay
long distance phone charges and these wounded soldiers are rationing their calls home.

Many will be there throughout the holidays. Really support our troops --Send phone cards of any
amount to:

Medical Family Assistance Center
Walter Reed Medical Center
6900 Georgia Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20307-5001

They say they need an "endless" supply of these -- any amount even $5 is greatly appreciated.
Walmart has good prices on AT&T cards, Sam's Club is even better, if you are a member.


